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As orator has ceased speaking. The audience are just recovering themselves from the spell in which for hours they have
been bound. and are now slowly and thoughtfully paMing away
from the place of concourse. Every countenance expresses the
power which the speaker has had over the emotions of the soul,
for the whole retiring audience carry away the impress given
by his eloquence.
Here, then, is just the point for the philosophic obserrer coolly
to take in the whole scene, and determine that which is the radical peculiarity in it. Within a few hows, at the "most, all this
effect has been produced. This mass of mind came together
various and isolate; it has gone away assimilated and fused into
one. Every mind knows that its whole transformation during
this period has been by the power of eloquence, and yet probably
few of that audience can say precisely what that wonderful
power is. It is not many things, but one thing; not a composite,
but a simple. Like the force which unites nature, it is one,
though everywhere di.ffi.lsed; like the life of the body, it ener1 This Artide W&8 originally delivered lUI an Oration before the Porter Rho1IDrieaI. Society of AndoTer Theological Seminary, Sept. 6, 1853.
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gizes in every part and yet is everywhere a unit. What is it!
How shall we attain it and express it?
The theme which we propose in this Article is: RBIlTOllIC
DETERJ(INED A.ND A.PPLIED; and the first pan of the design
demands a direct answer to these inquiries. It must be determined, What is that &impk force whiM v eM wlwle lift of eloquence? The way to the answer lies through a C8l'eful analysis,
and we have no choice but to attempt leading you by that path,
even though it shall prove somewhat arduous and dry.
There has manifestly been the presence of pure logic. Every
judgment has had its logical form, and has been attained according to a necessary and universal law which must regulate all
thinking. No mind can connect its conceptions into propositions
in an ar~itrary manner. All intelligence has its conditioning
law, and mind must think, if it think at all, according to fixed
processes of concluding in judgments. It cannot conceive of
phenomena but in spaces and times; it cannot combine qualities
but in their substances, nor connect events but in their causes.
Thinking is what it is, and not feeling nor willing, not walking
nor eating, in virtue of the necessary forms which determine it.
Quite irrespective of the thought itself, as a judgment formed,
there must be the antecedent pure form which conditioned it in
its connections and conclusions.
But all thinking is not in one order. Conceptions are connected in various ways and come out to their own peculiar conclusions. We may call these judgments analytic and synthetic,
and distinguish the different connections of the predicates and
subjects in their copulas as categorical, hypothetical and disjtmctive; but no matter what the thought, there is a detenninate
number of pure fonns, in one of which it must come out as a
judgment, if the mind makes any conclusion at all about it.
Such pure fonns as conditioning all thought, and thus themselves
prior to the thought. give occasion for a pure logic, which must
be necessary for all thinking.
But has this pure logic done the work in this wonderful transformation? Has any form of thinking been the soul o.f this eloquence? Manifestly not. For When we look carefully at the
logic, we see that it has had a master. It has been used. The
power is not in it; there has been a power over it, making it to
do another's bidding. One form of thinking fits a particular end
I:ather than another, and the logic we find has all along been
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ued with the nicest adaptation. The logician can go over the
whole ground. and take up every pure form of thought, and put
it at once into its own category in logical science, and may thus
give in detail the entire logical cooatruction precisely according
to the logical facts. But thi8 determination of logical fuet will,
by no means, determine the rhetorical leuon. The mere logician
C8IUlOt say why this form of a judgment was put here and another
there. And yet anyone can see that the logic baa been tUe4
Make any chan~ in the form of thinking in its place, and the
eloquence of that place at once vanishes. The logic is not the
eloquence, it has been only the servant of eloquence. A higher
power has had dominion over it.
There has a.l8o beea ptII"e grammar. Every thought has had
its own verbal expression. and every judgment ita grammatical
OOIL8trUctioD, according to previous necessary rules of speech.
'nlought cannot make its arbitrary modes of expressiou; language is its dress, 8.Dd it mnst be put on in a determinate manner. From the inner nature of thought, it must clothe itself in
speech after neC6s88.ry and universal forms.
Thought i. a purely spiritual essence. In whatever logical
form, it still has no aign.ificaocy but in the hidden consciousness
of the thinker. That it may be of any outer signification, it must
take on a body and reveal itself in some external expression.
But this mode of expression is determined for it in the logical
form of the thinking itself: A hypothetical judgment cannot
express itself categorically, nor a categorical judgment expreaa'
itaelf disjunctively. No matter what the symbol for the thought,
its connections of agent and object, time and number, relative
and 8.Dtecedent, ete. mWlt uecessarily 8.Dd universally determine
its mode of exprC88ion, 8.Dd thus all language which expresses
thought must have the same necessary rules. No peculiarities
of any language can take it out of the universal laWl! for all language. There is an occasion for a pure universal grammar.
But hu this grammatical arrB.Dgement of speech done this
marvellou.s work? Again, 8.Dd for the same reason. we say,
manifestly noL The whole grammatical expression has itself
been <VD·trolled. The fixed rulea of universal gnunm.a.r have all
along been observed, but all those modifications, which elegance,
force, cleameB8 BJld facility of apprehension admit, have been
freely used. A power back of the grammarian haa been perretl181ly at work. making its selection of terms, aIT8.Dgement of sen·
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tences, modulation of whole paragraphs, and even building up
the entire oration from beginning to end, without any consulta·
tion with or regazd to him. An end baa been sought which,
from the position of the grammarian, could not have appeared
in his whole horizon. That particular sentenee would have
parsed as well in some other mode of expression, and that whole
paragraph might have had another mode of constrnction equally
grammatical; but if you should change either, the eloquence
would at once evaporate. The grammar is not the eloquence,
but the eloquence has thrown its living power into the grammu
and made it to take on such forms of expression as its own high
design bad determined for it.
Agam, there has been complete dUcour&e. The thought of the
speaker has been pnt into langoage, and, as thus standing out in
its symbol, the audience have come to it and taken the thought.
from it. There has thus been a communication between the
consciousness of the speaker and the separate consciousness of
each hearer. The thought of the orator has been made common
to him and his audience. He has gone to his form of expression
and put his thought there, and they have come to this form of
expression and taken the thought away with them, and thus by
this dUcurllJUl through the common symbol, a complete discoune
has been effected.
But mere discourse, though complete discourse, rests solely on •
logic and grammar. Logical thought in grammatical expression
is all that the most perfect disconnte requires. When the thinker
has grammatically expressed his thought, and the receiver has
come to this expression and taken the thought, the discourse is
complete and the whole work consummated. An algebraical
nomenclature, or a CIIltDuch of hieroglyphics give occasion for
complete discourse. But surely this communication from the
orator to his spell-bound audience has not been mere discourse.
He has not merely hung up his dry thoughts in his grammatical
sentences, and the audience come there and taken them out as
so many separate bones of a skeleton. Every thought, as they
have received it, has gone into their sotilil glowing with the orator's life nnd spirit. His soul as well as his intellect has been
transferred to them.
There has, then, been direct aildreu. The orator did not make
his thought his end, nor the expression of that thought in gram.
matical language; he bad his audience directly in his eye. Hi,
whole aim was to bit them.
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A man may IIOliloquize, or ose speech merely as a repository
of his thought, and in soch outer expression he has no design to
put his thought over into other minds. Another mind might
casually find the expressive symbol and take the thought from
it, and it would thus beoome complete discourse; but the author
of this speech had no dellign to communicate, and no regard. to
My other mind when he made it, and thos no sympathy of his
mind with others can be got out of it, nor can any warmth of the
author's intention be imparted by it. No matter what thonght
the expression may embody, nor how moch emotion the language
may deaeribe, the author had no reg&l'd to any other mind in his
tpeech, tUld thonp. it may be very expreMive speech, it cannot
be eloquent speech.
The orator had other minds directly in view; he put his
thoD«ht into speech with the intention tha.t it should pass most
readily, through the e1l:pretlsions, oat of his mind into theirs.
Be dil-ectMj adtJreued them. The very intention to communicate
involved rega.rd to the end he would attain by the communica.tion; regard to the peculiarities of the audience; and regard to
the place and circumstances where the oommunication was made.
His intention was to lodge his thought the moat directly and
effectually in their minds, and he must have had regard to all
these pecoIiaritiea through the whole speech, and 80 have used
everything in it that his thought might go over through it with
the greatest facility. This determined the logical form of the
thinking, the grammatical mode of exprelllJion, the whole arrangement of the language through which he meant his thought should
:flow over out of his mind into theirs. It determined also his
whole manner, his tone and emphasis, his attitude and gesture,
the look of the eye and the expression of the countenance.
Be used everything for this grand purpose, that he might put
over what was in his whole mind, of thought and emotion, and
will into theirs the most easily and completely.
This is ~DD:U;SS -dUCOItrse modifod by the &peaker's intention
to wmmwMcate. A living principle runs through it, and makes
the whole quick and powerful. Every word is spirit and life.
One force has created the whole product Invention, arrangement, composition, elocution, the entire action, have all grown
out of one spirit and come up into one life. The living intention
of the speaker to throw what was within himself into them, has
vitalized the whole process, and, as great thoughts and glowing
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emotions went successively over, this haa kept up the vital connection, and the whole has gone as a quickening power into
them, assimilating each to each and all to the orator.
And now this, we say, is the life and the soul of eloquencethe intention. that takes the thought, forms it, clothes it, and
directly addresses it to the minds of others. This intention uses
logic and gr8.llllIl8.f, syn?bol and style, tone and gesture, for its
own purpose and at its own pleasure, and makes all the difference there is between a dry deposit of thought in the coldest
symbols, and that eloquent speech in which the thoughts breathe
and the words bum. Eloquence is livill,g address; speech glowing with the quickening intention of the speaker. The fervor
of the eloquence will be proportioned to the glowing thought and
ardent emotion to be communicated, but the intention to communicate will always give the proper tone to the eloquence which
the theme demands. In this is its whole life and power.
.And now, this living intention in address, acting itself out and
pouring itself into the consciousnoss of others, which is eloquence,
may be made the subject of observation in t,h;ree way&. We may
study the laws by which this intention to communicate can be
best effected, solely that we may 1."1'UJW them, and in this we shall
have lcience; or, for the purpose of applying them to any particular example that we may estinuae it, and in tlus we shall have
a. critique; or, for the purpose of uaching aM di.sciplim, and ill
this we shall have art.
This observing and studying eloquence as a subject is r1u:toric ;
and thus rhetoric admits of its being considered as a science, a
critique or an art. The precise field of rhetoric is thus definitely
circumscribed. It covers all that province over w]uch the living
intention in address may traverse.
,We thus determine what rhetoric is, and the definite field
which it occupies, but this detennination will be more c011I.pktely
effected if we show the exclusion of some things not seldom confounded with it.
It excludes phiJowphy. The speech of the philosopher, 8.8
such, is not addrcss. He studies his forms of cxpression only to
give clearness and fnlnes8 to his thought. His system or treatise is solely an offshoot from his own intellect, without regard
to My peculiarities in others. He does not shape and addrelS
it t~ minds, he matures and elaborates it from his own, and then
ho.ugs it up high and dry for any who will to study and e.ttaita.
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There is no sbapiDg it as if easily to ituerl, but tJie speech i8
ued l'IOlely that it may completely t:rprt!U the thought ThWl
philosophy gives no occasion for eloquence.
It excludes poetry. The poet studies expression only to disclose his own emotion. He maku his speech from the overflowings of his own soul. He has no regazd to others, and is solicitous only to find vent for what is within himself. His tire would
immedia.tely be smothered and die, if he must be studying the
peculiarities of other minds to see how he could kindle their
emotions. Sufficient to him that he makes his own come out
and then let any who participate in the common humanity come
to his verse and appreciate it as they may. If the over:tiuwinga
of his own !lOul do not move men, the poet has no power over
them. He never tries to move by eloquence. An eloquent poet
IUld a poetic orator, each alike manifests an insufferable impertinence.
It also excludes all jitte art. In music, painting, and sculpture,
the effort of the a.rtiat is to give expresaion to his own sentiment.
His ideal, which is the creation of his own genius, is within him.
and his task is to put its expressive form upon some outer material. He does not address any mind, he solely embodies the
product of his own. He thinks nothing of implanting, but only
of representing. We may talk. of his "expressive canvas," or
his "speaking marble," or his "touching tones" of melody and
harmony; but all this means only that tho embodied ideal of the
artist greatly moves m, and not tbnt we discern any indicatioll
that he turned his mind's eye aside for n moment from the work
of expressing his inwu.rd creation, to tlle reading of our minds
and studyin~ how he might lodge it within our consciuusness.
He studies nature, not any observers or auditors. He will not
look off from nature to us in order to find what we may tlllnk we
want, and then shape his product to fit our prejudices, or easily
adapt itself to the apprehension of OlU less cultivated taste and
less experienced imagination. He seeks to satisfy himself, not
DB; if we C1UlJlot come and take his work just as it is, and read
his grand idea. in it, this may be very much our misfortune, but it
is none of his care.
But the carefulness of the orator is seen in precisely that point
where the artist excludes it. His work is not merely to get out
his thought, but by all means to get it over into the minds of his
P\lfS. ~ closely studies them, and adapts his whole WOfk
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He accomplishes nothing as an orator if he does not
transfer his conceptions into their minds. Thought and emotion
merely as expression, as embodied and represented for show, is
nothing to him; if his sentiment does not easily dow into their
souls, and his fire burn also in their bosoms, he cannot be satisfied.
Thus it is that philosophy e:rpreuu tru.th, fine art e:rpreuu m&timent, but eloquence transfers botJr.. All may be discourse, as
communication through a common symbol from mind to mind.
but science and art have no intention so to shape as to transfer,
while the whole life of eloquence is solely in that intention.
The philosophy, the poem, the painting, the statue, the tune.
may all stand out in their expression solitary and alooe, but tho
oration will always have both the speaker and the hearera
within it
We may abo add, that, though eloquence does Mt eubMk, it
stronglY'TelMctatu all reading. The reader mayaddreu an au·
dience. He may labor with the deep intention to transfer the
thought of his embodied speech into their minda, and infuse ita
whole expressed emotions into their hearts, and this will give tQ
his tones and emphasis, his look and gesture IIOID8thing of the
semblance of eloquence. But in the best reading we alway.
distinguish at once bctween it and eloquent speaking. The
fonn of thinking and mode of expressing are already made up
for the reader, and his intention to transfer finds both logic and
language already stubborn facta whioh he can no more alter.
He must adapt himself to them, IUld cannot now adapt them to
any peculiarity which his address may demlUld. The powers of
invention, arrangement and composition are shut up; everythinc
here is finished, and must be taken as it is; o.nd the whole move.
ment of the reader betrays everywhere this want of freedom.
He cannot read with the natural ease that everywhere appean
in his talk. Good reading is not like good speaking. The
reader must take the form of thinking and of expression as they
are already given and conform himself to them, and not as the
speaker does, freely make them coufonn to him; and this tram.
mel of the logic and grammar will also cramp and hamper every
other activity. His elocution o.nd oratorical action will all be
constrained and modified by it
Therc may be other compensating advantages to the reader,
and such as may make it expedieut that his address shQuld be

to them.
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that of preeompoeed speech. bnt these advantagea will not be in
the rhetoric. The oooatraint will be lees after much familiarity
with the composition. md least of all when the speech is the
reader's own. becaoae he can then adapt himself to its thinking
IUld expression the most readily; but still the order of the adaptation ia inverted; he is fitting hiIuelf to his speech, not fitting
his speech by his intention. That embodied speech is the ID08t
atoral poesible. wbere the author has composed it for the ~
lion and the aadiellce. aad thus with the intention that it IltGIl
1M trusferl'ed at. a future hom; yet when this shall be fIowiDs
wer from speaker to hearer pretty eomplet.ely and even interest·
~. it eu. still only be eloq1lellt reading, and not tile free grace
and ease of eloqnent speaking. III perfect eloquence, the inten·
tion to transfer tlte speaker's 11001 to his he8l'ers must work on·
constmined through all the pI'Oeeu, IUld modulate itself as OBcon·
Irionsly IUld spontaneonaJy in thought and word as in toDe and

look.
The field af rhetoric as art, in which IDIlst be the culture of
eloquence. haa tbu been botb definitely sad excluliYely deter·
fIIIiIred. We have still before UI the remaiai1lg portion of oar
desip in rhetoric applied..
The orator's intention to tranafer will be gree.t1y modified by
that which is to be tranaferred. Such intention will always
modify thought and speech, eloeutioD and action, and will th.
always give eloquence; but the thought and sentiment will also
react npon the intention. and 110 modify it, that the eloquence
induced will be neceeaarily very various. We shall find thi8
application of the intention in addreu to be so atfected by the
JDBtter which it carriea over, that it may yitiate the whole activity
and make it to be only a. spurious and forbidden eloquence; and
of snch 88 is legitimate and genuine we shall find that the order
of application gives entirely distinct species of eloquence. Rhetoric, thus, has as deep an interest in a. true application as in an
exact determination.
We can come to the intelligent apprehension of rhetoric applied only as before through an analysis; but if in many respecta
quite as profound, yet may the P.NCeSS be made shorter than the
former. and will to most minds pass through a region of more
intrinsic intel'est.
A philosophical treatise is but the repository of the philoso.
pher's thinking and oonc111IlWu. and thus as knowing no audience
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has no eloquence. But the philosopher may take the attitude
of a teacher, and use speech as address, that he may instruct and
convince, and, 80 far as this intention to transfer his conclusions
to others modifies his discourse, so far there will be eloquence.
In this way Plato has many passagee truly eloquent. But such
eloquence is ever calm and unimpaseioned. It usee no ornament
but for illustration, and deals only with the intellect. It may be
an essential part of the most impassioned address, but only ..
conviction is made the basis for earnest persuuion. The application of the orator's intention is, however, to 8Qme higher point
than instruction and conviction, and designed to move to action;
but this not as the result of authority, and only through freedom.
The orator is not in the place of sovereignty to command, and
ordinarily not merely in the place of the teacher to inetruct, but,
as mrm with man on common ground, to excite and persuade.
His communications must be adapted to reaoh and excite thoee
common susceptibilities of human nature which prompt to action.
His intention in address must thus apply itself to the practical
8/Uceptihilitiu of mankind. This ie the great field for applWj
,.hetori.c, viz. the human susceptibilities which prompt to action.
In this field we are to follow out our analysis and find the legitimate and the discriminated application of rhetoric.
Man's an.imal nature has many craving desiree and wants,
which may be summarily comprehended under the one name ot
appetites. These are common to man and the brute, and the
difference of degree in man makes no distinction in kind. These
appetites may be reached in man by speech, and 80 addressed
and excited as to move powerfully, though impulsively, to action.
A speaker may make his whole appeal to these constitutional
appetites, and present such conceptions as shall stimulate them
the most intensely. One man may be regardless of any other .
conside~tion than simply to gain his own end, and use anyappetite that will bring others into his designs the most surely. In
doing this he may be eloquent, but the rhetoric which should
teach such eloquence would be immoral, and properly characterized as a satanic rhetoric. .Another man might refrain from
the more gross, and appeal only to the m~e select and refined.
appetites, the natural sympathies and sentimental feelings of
mankind. But this would still be an application of the in~n
tion disallowed. and reprehensible. Eloquence has no license to
apply itself to the appetites or na\PlBl sympathies which are
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common to man and the brute. Such application. even to the
more eeleel wants IUld IJfIIlpathiea. depadea the orator and
debuea his hearers.
Viewed only in a rhetorical and not in an ethical light, it is a
Ip1Irioua eloquence. It ultimately defeats its own end and subyens its own interests, for no man will approve of him8elf for
yielding to it, DOl' respect the speaker who used it. He may
delude once, but he becomes a noted man after that, and is dittnuJted and avoided by even bad men. So the old rhetoriciau
and aophi8ta. wbp taught how to gain any end by speech, ultimately became powerleaa and run their own art into the ground.
When eloquence bu been IlU8pected and condemned. it hu
always been in this view of its application, and it is worthy 01
ooadenmation always in such a mode of its application. No
~niDe orator baa any buaineaa with the animal feelings and
lJDl.-,thiea of hDJDaDity. If he does not rise higher in the appJieatioD. of his addreea, he is only leading men .. the cattle ue
led, and.thu.a brutalising them and degrading himtelf. No rhetorician may go to the animal nature of man for his topica, and no
. orator apply his addreaa to appetitive wants and IJfIIlpathiea.
Experieaoe, in all these animal appetites, may have givea
occaaion for deduciag getWral rwIu from getfMal corue~.
AI things are, sueh IUld ncb a course baa been fOUDd attended
by its own happy or mahappy reeults, and thus a rule of ~
..,."...... baa been attajned. AI men cany out their individual
choieea mto execution. it baa been found that ODe interferes with
those of others, lind .. the sovereignty of the iDdividual n must be
restrained for the freedom of the .hole by the sovereignty of
the whole. and the rule of puMc ~ baa been thus attained.
Such amd aueh a eourse of national polity has been found to
sobeerve the highest productive, merc&Dtile and CQrnmercial
prosperity. aad thus the rulea of political eamomy have been
found. These general mlea, controlliDg and reBtraining individ.
uaJ. appetite, give to us the higher practical principles of utility,
prudence, h'berty, economy, etc., IUld thus aD. opportunity to apply
address to the matured judgments of mankind, and not to theit
particulw appetites and aympathies.
.As the expedient IUld the prudent, there is here a legitimaut
application of the lIp6aker's intention. He may thus appeal to
the judgments of men in the interests of public utility and liberty. He can tluu touch no corda of ffIOTal conviction and obli-
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gation. but he can lead men. by the judgment of what i. the
~eatest happiness of the kre&test number. to exclude much suffering and secure much enjoyment. Here ill the broad field f~
all,ecuJo:r rhetoric. teaching the eloquence of the bar. the senate
and the forum, in reference to the legal rights of property. liberty
and public prosperity.
But man knows himself as more than turimal; and more thaa
appetitive interest geMTaJized into the expec/i.e1U .and prwietft;
even as existing in a. ratimwl 1J1iritual~. In cleul,
knowing ltimself, he knows that the appetites o{ the ftesh should
be subjected to the imperatives of the spirit, and that "the law
in the members" mut be held in 8ubjection to "the law of the
mind." &" the spirit of a man knoweth the thiDgB of a maa,"
10 man comes to know intuitively in himself WAat is due to himself, and therefore what will debase and what will dignify him8elf In this, and in this only, he has "a law written on hilt
beart," and " a con8cience accusing or acuaiDg." Here ia the
point where he tranacenda the animal in 1t:iNi, and not ~
alone. and rises to the moral penonality. He has a spring from.
this impemtive within. to hold h.imaelf atea.dy against all the
olamon of naiural appetite without the spirit, and thU8 the capability IUld the obligation "to keep his body under and bring it
into subjection" to this higher dignity of the spirit. Here alone
is man's prerogative of freedom and moral accountability.
Thrown into society with other spiritual beings. he fiDds at;
once a. higher law than prudence lUld greatest happiDess, even
an inner behest that he should act for his highest worthiness.
He knows that it is far more to him to be good than to gtlt good.
and that he should hold what makes him and his fellows happy,
wholly subservient to that which shall make him and them holy.
He has a. law above happiness, determining for him when only
he may be happy; a law above prudence. determining for him
when prudence itself is duty; a law above kindness. determining
for him when even his benevolence is right. Here originate the
grand ethical ideas of the good. the just, the right; imperatives
awakened o.t once in the view of spiritual dignity and excellency,
lUld revealing how terribly debased the man has become. who
has sold the immortal freedom of this spirit in bondage to the
llesh. Here is no generalization from experience and deducing
general laws because experience is so, but here is a higher position disclosing how experience itself ought to be.
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These grand moral ideas l\le for the Rp£'aker to apply in his
address, and he rises at once from the field of secular into the
sphere of mural eloquence. When at the bar, or in the halls of
legislation, we have been listening to the eloquence which reRts
its appeals upon utility, and has mng the changes upon security
of property, and popular rights, and public liberty, until all intE'rest is worn to weariness; how, like the voice of a trumpet, does
it rouse every soul, when some great statesman rises and takes
DB back to those original foundations on which all political rights
of property and eappiness and liberty repose! How, on every
side, ue kindled the deep convictions of inalienable re8ponsibility, as this eloquence rises into the momlly sublime in applyiDg tileR grand ideas of immutable momlity. and lets us see that
all political right is but an empty name. if it does not stand upon
the eternal baai8 of justice. and tha.t all laws are tyranny. and all
oou1itotiona but usurpation. if they are not righteous!
But still, even deeper than the wants of mau's ethical being,
there is the conviction of dependeuce and helplessness which
leads him out necessarily to feel the want of an absolute protector. The soul cries Otlt for God. and cannot rest without a D('ity
to tmst, to wonhip sad adore. He is formed to be a religiou8
being. and he can no more stifle these religious. thaD he can
his ethical, snaceptibilitiell. His spirit must find some presen('e
within which he uncovers himself with a.we, and where he bows
with reverence, or he knows he has fallen from hill proper IIphere
aad is wandering as a lost nod wretched outcast. Hill conlldou8ness of sin gives con8Ciousnes8 of condemnation, and hehce come
all the wants of pardon and redemption. Thus; here come out
all the great religious truths of God, a Mediator, I1n nton('ment.
a ~ioull justification, and a h<'avenly manllion prppared by k
Saviour. Revelation fully discloses all these great truths which
the fallen so111 is asking fur, tUld a Divine agency applies these
truths to sanctify where this fllilen soul feds its helpll'Mnest!.
IUld thll8 a brood field of tntth and motive is laid op<'n; which is
to be preached to every creature. Here i. the field of sacml
eloqnence.
'The pulpit has nothing to do with the s\lcutlU' intet('sts of att
audience; and, though it may introduce the grand ideas of ethical
right, and show their harmony with revealed duty; yet it! its address hotrod by its very position, as well as by the commif'Jsiotl
Biven by the Alaster. to .. know nothing elae but Jesus Christ
VOL.
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and him cmcified." Man's religious nature cannot come out
acceptably to God, in his fallen condition, except through God's
appointed mediation. The sacred orator ca.n thus be only the
Gospel preacher. In his intention 8.8 address, there ca.n be
allowed to him to apply only Gospel themes, and all his eloquence ~ust be exhausted in getting over evangelical truth
from his own consciousness into the cODsciousness of those that
hear him.
Sacred rhetoric h8.8 thus the tea.ching of eloquence in the
highest sphere of applying address. It deals with themes which
are the wonder of angels, and to be the eternal study of glorified
saints. It gives more power to the pulpit over the practicable
susceptibilities of man than the bar, the senate or the fOrum.
Its themes will keep their hold upon public attention and interest
When all others are worn out. The love of Christ will still 0011strain, when wealth and patriotism and freedom, and even pare
morality fail to move.
With this apprehension of rhetoric as both determined aad
applied, we will close by alluding concisely to IIOme of its f"UIIlu.
tc/tnt tltW faitlifu-ll!l tued. Both because it is of the highest kind
of eloquence, and also from the place IUld oooaaion, it will be
appropriate to confine our attention to the pulpit, and look at
IIOme of the results secured to the prea.cher by an exa.ct rbetoric
as we ha.ve now determined it.
This intention in applying appropriate truth as addretlll, gives
a principle which will mn· through the whole system of rhetoric
and bind up all its parts in order. The art of rhetoric will reet
on exact science. The law for transferred thought in addrees
will expound every rhetorical mle, and eon1rol in the whole rhetorical culture and discipline. This will be for the rhetorical
teacher fully to explain and use, but we may here very Cl11'1101'iJ.y
indicate what I!()me of its prominent results muat be to the
preacher.
1. It will secure that the preacher always have a dUtinct aim.
Eloquence is always a means and not an end. The orator is
altogether absurd, if he makes himself to be eloquent solely for
eloquence's sake. His work is to transfer thought and sentiment
from his own mind to others, but this for a distinct design. As
its very first comlition, rhetoric sternly demands a definite end
to be reached in this intention to communicate thought. The
intent in addressing can possibly have no steadiness and persist-
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eKY. lmC8pt as it reacee. Oil BAd takes bold of some fixed object
110 be a.tta.ined by it. Why labor 10 completely aDd clearly to
implaat your Bentiment in another mind, if nothing is to be
~e4 by it?
The very first tlUng which a determiaed rhetoric deJDILDds of
the preach.,. is, that he propose some definite object to be gained
iIa every addrees he makes. What absurdity to be eloquently
giving over truth to an audience. and yet meau nothing by it!
llateat in ~, with no inteuity of purpose to execute
IUlJ reaalt thereby! The hope to do good in geDerai by preach~ and yet DOt to aim at 80me apecific good in every sermon.
ia a aoleciam. A rhetoric truly determined will effectually
eulude all the vague and pointless harangues, which 80 often
1IIIIIp the DUa8 lad. the place. and wut.e the sacred time of a
&.pellelJDOll.
2. The ~er will thna alwaya have Ilttnwht. How ridicuIous. in the light of a true rhetoric. to be gravely and laboriously
intent OIl put.tiDg over lIQIUething into other waiting minds. and
Jet have abaolutely nothing in your own to transfer! The object
to be attained fint having been fixed, the next thing is to get the
right truth to reach it Nothing at all can be accomplished by
the .moat eloquent .peeker. if he have only mere words and gelture. The thQught muat put itself into words. aDd the intentioJl
to.lodge it in the hearer's mind must prompt every gesture, or
Use wJwle rhetorical action becomes a mere dwnb-show. Words
are but the dreaa of thought i and how idle to spend the time in
letting forth costly clothes, when there is no living body and
limbe to put into them! The apeaker has not any possible use
fOr word. until he has fuet got thoughts, and the fitting worda
CIUl only come, as the ellergy of thtl struggling thought prompts
them. If the living. quickening idea does not go over into the
Dearer's mind, the whole time aDd labor are spent to no purpose.
The mere passing of empty buckets from hand to hand must be
a very profitless and tedious employment, hardly worth the effort
to seek doing the thing elegantly.
A true rhetoric will not let the speaker open his mouth until
he hu been deeply thinking. It strikes dumb all mere pra.ting, .
ranting, empty declaiming; and only opeD8 the sacred desk to
web sa have a mind rich in Bible truth. and a heart warm with
evangelic emotions. The word of God must be in the preacher
.. in the old prophet." a burning fire shut up in the bones, 80
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wearying with all refmining that he cannot stay." It may be
only thus .. from the abundance of the heart that his mouth
speaketh."
3. The preacher will always have unity. Many sermons ue
manifestly built up from the outside. The rubbish ill cleared
away and a foundation prepared, the materials are collected and
shaped, the framework is put up by the application of plumbline and measuring-rule, and thought after thought is spliced on
or framed in with tenon and mortise, and the whole is finished
according to the model given, or by following oot consoootively
the arbitrary directions. There is a very common view of rhetoric which so teaches to make sermons, and which is doubtless
BOme better than to throw the raw materials into a promillOU0U8
heap together. A mechanical unity is attained, and the application of square and compass perhaps detects no deficiencies nor
redundances. The sermon is quite according to rule, but ill
wholly a mechanical product, and may be taken to pieces and
its parts framed into any other sermons again at pleasure.
But the rhetoric here determined gives a very different process
and secnres a very different unity in the result. Th.e sermon
grows into shape. The intention in the address has singleDe88
of aim and adaptedness of thought, and works in and through
the whole to one issue. One life originates and develops the
whole product. One germ with all its rudimental elements
grows up to maturity, under the control of an inner law which
determines what its form must be and when its growth mnst
stop. There will be a vital unity. You might as well seek to
take the life out of one plant and make it to develop itself anew
in another, as to make a proper rhetorical life develop itself
dividedly. Its working is all from the inside, and the vital foree
perpetually energizes in the living intention, and makes thought
and word, pIon and style, voice and look and act, all to come out
completely, and all to stand together in symmetry. The sermon
is one, and the delivery is one with it.
4. The preacher will always be earnest. When any mind has
its clear plan, which is a distinct end and a plain way to get it.
it works at once spontaneously and joyously. But of all employments, the work of putting over thoughts and sentiments from
one mind into others, is the most intensely stimulating. Let a
determined rhetoric prevail with the speaker, and he can be no
other than a sincerely ardent and earnest man. He has his end
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clearly in view, and that eDd is one in which judgment and feeling, conacieJlce and reuon, all harmonize. He has got his truth
for the time and the place, for the people and the duty he would
bring tJlem to fulfil. and his way to the issue is to throw his OWll
convictions and emotions ill this wth, with the truth itself, over
ialo tbeK' souls. In this position he cannot be a dull 8lld dry
apeakea-. His rhetorical life becomes one with his natural lifo
and hill Christian life, 8lld all glow and burn within him. The
actioo of his thought 00 the audience, and the reaction of their
kiudling interest ia his ilieme, and ilie soul conscious of the
teemiBg thougbts and emotions yet to come, and pa,nting to
attain die good end at which he is constantly looking, it will be
impoasible to check the growing enthusiasm. The m&D, the
Christian, aad the orator within him, all combine to make him
-.meet.
6. The preacher will always Pe 1U1lUTol. He is controlleu by
JUs own iatention in hi. address, and the earnestness with which
be puta over his thou~hts to gain his end ~ves him no opportu.
aity 10 borrow; no leisure to look about for modele to imitate;
DO iotereat in any work of self-criticizing, to see if he is corning
up to some ideal ataDdard in his own imagination. He is intent
aad a,bsorbed in the one work of transfusing his deep convictions
and emotions through the audience, and he cares nothing about
himlIelf, thinb nothing about himself, but works spontaneollsly.
earnestly. naturally, right oDwud to his issue. The logic and
language, the style a,nd elocution, are all prompted from the
native impulses within him, and there can be no affectations, no
awkwud constraints, DO conceited blandishments of style and
maDller, DO tricks of voice or look or" start theatric," as the clap.
trap expedients to catch applause and force himself into popular
notoriety. His one end has but one way to it, and he goes on
right manfully and earnestly, and thus naturally, till he reaches

it
6. The preacher is always appropriate. The place and the
peol)le. the occasion and the circumstances have all been COll.ulted in the fixing of his aim and the selection of his theme,
and the intention to give his thought over to his audience, spontaneously shapes all his speech and its delivery directly to the
end in view. His whole address is to the thing in hand, and, in
his earnestness to reach it, he will be impatient of all superfluous
and impertinent matter. Be will want nothing that is not appro-
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priate and auxiliary to his main design. He has no good sayings
laid by, which he can turn aside to bring in; no bright thoughts
and fine figures kept in store, that he ostentatiously patches on
to his sermon; but his mind is so intent on his main end, and 80
absorbed in the work, that, spontaneously, the most fitting words
and expressions come up into use; the most apt tones and gesuues suggest themselves; and he employs them all naturally,
gracefully, and thus appropriately. His whole address is a living production, taking in and assimilating all that is congenial,
and casting out and sloughing off all that is dead and cumbrous.
In closing, we add, that sllch a preacher will always be effective. God may in sovereignty send his Spirit where he will, and
bless the preaching which is not, in any eminent sense, eloquent.
But, usually, the special influences of the Spirit follow the most
direct and earnest preaching. The eloquence, which the above
determined and applied rhetoric teaches, is directly adapted to
the nature of the human mind. It conforms to all the conditions
of free intelligent agency, and rons directly in the lines prescribed for associated interest and sympathy. It has a power of
its own, and, so long as the human spirit is true to its own laws
of feeling and action, it must recognize the force of a living intention which quickens and energizes the address that is made to
it The glowing thoughts in burning words which come full
from the ardent soul of one man, and pour themselves into the
kindling minds of other men, must greatly move and interest
them. And especially those Divine words which the preacher
utters, that II are spirit and life," must take hold upon the sensibilities of sinful men. Those great truths of pardon, redemption,
justification, and final glory, cannot reach the consciences of
depraved and condemned men, in the power of this eloquence,
'without at least arousing and alarming them. Man's moral
nature, though fallen, answers directly back to such appeals.
and even stupidity is startled, and carnal security is made to be
afmid. The preacher discharges his conscience in thus fulfilling
his commi8sion; the guilty are alarmed; and we may confidingly
l)ray nnd expect, that God will effectually work by his own
Spirit, nnd II give the increase."

